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NCPN Education/Outreach Working Group – November 15, 2010 
 

Teleconference Minutes 
 
Initial Materials: 
 

• Agenda and Call-In Information – See Attachment 1 
 

• Participant List and Contact Information – See Attachment 2 
 
Background Information, Discussion Points, Observations, Action Items, and Next Steps: 
 
NCPN-GB - Background Information for the Discussion: 
 
Members of the NCPN Governing Board (NCPN-GB – also called Tier 1) shared their thoughts regarding the 
purpose, scope, and expectations of an NCPN Education/Outreach program: 
 

• Concept History - an NCPN Education/Outreach initiative as part of a comprehensive network structure 
goes back to at least the summer of 2007 when early network proponents met to draft NCPN 
foundational concepts and components of the programs Mission, Vision, and Business Plan.  It was 
determined that an NCPN education/outreach program was important and that as much as 10% of 
NCPN resources could be used in any given year to support education/outreach initiatives. 

• The Intervening Years - Through 2008/2009/2010 NCPN was largely occupied with the task of 
organizing itself around specialty crop groups led by governing bodies (Tier 2).  This was the initial 
priority of the program; to ensure that resources provided to NCPN were effectively provided to support 
clean plant centers engaged in clean plant diagnostics, therapy, and foundation planting.  To date, 5 
specialty crops have organized under the NCPN Banner; fruit trees, grapes, hops, citrus, and berries. 

• FY 2010 and the NCPN General Meeting - In May 2010, NCPN raised the question of pursuing and 
Education/Outreach program at the NCPN General Stakeholders Meeting held at UC-Davis, California.  
The Directors (or the staff) of 4 regional IPM Centers were asked by the NCPN-GB to help frame the 
concept and associated questions. 

• The IPM Centers - It is the sense of the NCPN-GB that the IPM Centers are an important contribution to 
this issue based on their overarching experience in such matters; they can help us set a ‘National Model’ 
and provide for a consistent and organized ‘national’ message, look, and feel to basic NCPN 
education/outreach tools. The IPM Centers bring with them expertise such as educators, writers, artists; 
and the experience of having produced education/outreach tools in a variety of forums. 

• A Comprehensive Working Group - In forming an NCPN Education/Outreach working group, the GB 
believes that a comprehensive body composed on NCPN-GB members, the IPM Centers, USDA’s 
Public Affairs staff, and representatives from each of the NCPN supported specialty crop groups is a 
sound way to begin the process --- this is especially important since we believe that no one group 
possesses all the expertise needed to serve the comprehensive needs of the network at all levels. 
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• Working Group Type – This will need to be decided by the group itself as it defines its mission and 
NCPN needs, both nationally and locally.  Its organization, leadership, membership, and group 
operating rules will also need to be worked out by the group with support and guidance from the NCPN-
GB. 

• Audiences for NCPN Products - At the very least, the NCPN-GB feels that education/outreach materials 
should be generated to help inform both growers and nurseries about the work of the NCPN and 
especially about the benefits of using clean plants.  More general NCPN materials might also be 
generated and used with wider audiences as requested; e.g. for presentations/handouts at professional 
meetings, webs site content, etc. 

• Products – The working group could begin by discussing components of a comprehensive NCPN 
Education/Outreach Plan.  Some general material is needed and other material specific to audiences and 
specialty crops could be tiered to these general tools.  It would be the task of the NCPN 
Education/Outreach working group to help further frame-out what kinds of tools are needed and the 
scope of the recipient audience.  The working group would have a prime opportunity to advise on 
‘content’. 

 
• Miscellaneous NCPN-GB Observations 
 Past Clean Plant Center Education/Outreach Proposals - NCPN did not fund education/outreach 

components of past proposals submitted by clean plant centers partly because it saw much 
redundancy is the type and scope of material being proposed and partly because it felt that it needed 
to initially step-up and lead in the process of developing a comprehensive NCPN 
Education/Outreach package. 

 NCPN-GB’s Intent – Not to compel concepts or products, but to gently suggest that there is synergy 
and efficiency in formulating a comprehensive plan, identifying audiences, and developing general 
and (as identified) specific materials. 

 NCPN; the ‘Better Mouse-Trap’ – We believe that NCPN’s support of clean plant centers is already 
reaping positive results.  The education/outreach program can help us identify program benefits and 
inform stakeholders and users appropriately. 

 
OBSERVATION #1 > The IPM Centers and the Need to Move Forward:  It is the sense of the NCPN-GB that 
the IPM Centers play a crucial role in the comprehensive and overarching development of an NCPN 
Education/Outreach program of national scope.  The GB encourages the newly forming Education/Outreach 
working group to move forward aggressively and to do so with the IPM Centers as a core component of the 
actions.  
 

***** 
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Education/Outreach Working Group - Discussion Points (presented topically): 
 
In this section, working group members provided for their initial thoughts regarding an NCPN 
education/outreach program. 
 

1) Audiences: 
 Growers generally rely on nurseries to provide them with appropriate materials.  They are the 

ones who might be a primary focus of NCPN education/outreach activities, so that they can 
drive the question from the ultimate level of the producer. 

 Growers are concerned about clean materials.  This is an expectation that they have from 
nurserymen. 

 Education/Outreach could also ‘follow the stream’ right down to the farm.  Knowledge re clean 
plants is also important at that level. 

 Growers rely on nurseries as well for information and products to buy.  Nurseries should be a 
targeted audience as well. 

 ‘Which Product to Buy’ might be a strength of the NCPN. 
 Nurseries can develop good products; what’s needed is a realization among growers regarding 

benefits. 
 Materials that can help extensions in their ‘talks’ with growers are important. 
 Misinformation is a problem >>> e.g. tissue culture is sometimes erroneously confused with 

clean plants. 
 Education/Outreach products should also consider some regionalisms when targeting audiences. 
 Backyard hobbyists (e.g. citrus) might also be an important audience. 

2) Bogging Down: 
 We need to move forward with this question of a national education/outreach program.  The 

lack of comprehensive program at this time is actually bogging down the efforts specialty crop 
groups to formulate associate programs at their levels. 

3) Branding and Logo’s: 
 This is needed and should be considered as part of the proposed actions of this working group. 
 Materials and presentation should have a national look; a trademark. 

4) Certification/Standards: 
 Information about the value of stardards and nursery product certification is important.  

Response >>> this is at the edge of NCPN authority, though another section of the Farm Bill 
(10201) might be able to ally/assist in this matter. 

5) Definitions: 
 This group might also strive to set some definitions; e.g. growers. 

6) Examples and Economic Issues: 
 There is a crucial need for economic data to support NCPN education/outreach materials.  This 

data supports ‘content’ of produced materials. 
 We need good, solid program examples to convey to audiences; case studies. 
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7) Existing Materials/Initiatives: 
 Several NCPN programs/centers have existing education/outreach materials.  Programs desire 

to maintain control over their own material but see value in NCPN products as setting a national 
tone and adding value to existing initiatives. 

 How might we pull this material together as ‘foundational/basic’ examples?  Who can do this 
for us?  What’s an efficient manner/process by which we can accomplish this? 

8) Funding and Program Direction: 
 How much of this is an activity to increase overall NCPN program funding vs. the need to also 

conduct education/outreach initiatives?  This concept of informing stakeholders about NCPN 
and garnering their support is a valid aspect of education/outreach program activities and needs 
to be teased out and included. 

 The Education/Outreach working group can work to develop a program plan and 
comprehensive funding work plan/proposal for support by the Tier 1. 

9) IPM Centers: 
 IPM Centers add value by assessing existing materials and education/outreach actions and 

proposing national models based on their past experiences.  They add value by serving as a 
synergistic element and by engaging talents specific to their field; e.g. writers, artists, educators, 
layout specialists, printers, etc. 

 IPM Centers can function as a crucial service provider; national in scope. 
 IPM Centers would propose look, feel, survey for existing practices, propose new concepts. 
 Specialty crop members to the working group would be stewards of content and serve to ground 

truth actual needs. 
 IPM Centers have been engaged intensely in the discussion since early FY 2010.  They desire to 

work within the existing traditions (no re-invent wheel). 
 IPM Centers can develop templates, logo’s, web looks, info surveys, pests alerts, etc.  Each Tier 

2 would continue to do what’s needed by them and add content to national products 
10) Legislators: 

 Do we intend to use education/outreach materials for updates with legislators?  Response >>> 
our primary target would be audiences such as industry.  Use of any of this material with 
legislators would be incidental, perhaps as an attachment FYI to more tailored replies to 
specific inquiries. 

 Can NCPN funding be used to connect with legislators and to inform them of NCPN programs?  
Response >>> generally no, we can of course provide legislators with factual replies to 
program queries. 

 USDA’s Legislative and Public Affairs Office’s (part of the Education/Outreach working 
group) can produce annual materials as might be needed for use with legislative inquiries. 

11) Moving Forward: 
 There is merit to hiring someone, at least initially (e.g. the IPM Centers) to help coordinate and 

focus initiatives and to develop materials based on NCPN needs and their experiences. 
12) New Materials/Initiatives: 

 Initially we should try to ascertain what NCPN, both nationally and otherwise, needs to have 
regarding education/outreach materials and then move to develop same with a uniform look and 
feel. 

 Valid action >>> a consistent branding, look, feel, message is a very valid action of a 
comprehensive effort; such as might be fostered by this working group. 
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13) Program Scope: 

 Initially, we need to focus our efforts on the big picture.  For this, a national working group is 
needed.  This group should include all members in the existing network and should also include 
a service provider. 

14) Surveys and Surveillance: 
 The education/outreach working group might consider conducting surveillance of relevant plant 

disease events happening nationally.  This could help widen/adjust the audience as appropriate 
for NCPN education/outreach materials. 

15) Working Group ‘Type’: 
 Education/Outreach >>> what type of group is this.  Tier 2 body vs. working group vs. ad hoc 

committee?  This can be decided later, once the group begins functioning and gets some 
history/experience with actions. 

 
OBSERVATION #2 > Overlying National Concept:  It is the sense of the Working Group that somehow we 
need to move forward.  The group agrees that an overall, national/standardized look, feel, and direction for 
NCPN materials in desirable and needed. 
 

 
 
Next Steps: 
 
AGENDA ITEM for Next Teleconference: 
 
Begin addressing the issue of an overlying look, visuals, and concepts for NCPN Education/Outreach materials. 
 

***** 
 
ACTION ITEM #1 – Existing Clean Plant Center Education/Outreach Materials: 
 
Item >>> NCPN clean plant centers shall provide the IPM Centers with examples of their existing 
education/outreach materials, relevant internet links, etc. 
 
Timeline >>> This shall ideally begin before the next scheduled meeting of the working group. 
 

***** 
 
ACTION ITEM #2 – Group List Serve and Bulletin Board for Purposes of Facilitating #1 Above: 
 
Item >>> UC Davis shall host an initial group list serve and bulletin board for purposes of coordinating and 
sharing existing clean plant center education/outreach materials with the IPM Centers and among each other. 
 
Timeline >>> Initiated before the next scheduled group meeting. 
 

***** 
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ACTION ITEM  #3 – Next Meeting: 
 
Item >>> The group desires to begin meeting regularly.  The next series of meeting shall be via teleconference 
with the idea of having a face/face session at some future date.   
 
Timeline >>> Next teleconference is scheduled for December 13, 2010 (11:00 am – 1:00 pm).  NCPN 
Coordinator shall ‘Doodle Poll’ persons to ascertain exact level of participation at this session. 
 
 
 

-End Minutes- 
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ATTACHMENT 1 - Agenda 
 
 

November 15, 2010 (11:00 am – 1:00 pm ‘Eastern’) – MEETING AGENDA 
 
Teleconference Information: 
 
Toll-Free Call-In Number >>> 1-866-700-1789 
Participant Access Code >>> 5758172 
 
Proposed Agenda: 
 
Role-Call and Housekeeping 
 
NCPN Education/Outreach Program 2011 – Concept Framing from the NCPN Governing Board 

• Tom Bewick and Other Members, NCPN-GB 
 
Participant Discussion – Thoughts, Expectations, Assumptions, Opportunities, Concerns 

• Entire Group 
 
Working Group Definition – Type, Size, Duties, Membership 

• What kind of group might this be? 
• Do we have the right mix of talents? 
• Do we have the right number of people?  Too little, too much, etc? 
• Do we need a Charter and established membership list? 

 
Goals and Objectives: 

• NCPN Education/Outreach Working Group 
• NCPN Education/Outreach Program 

 
Other Items? 
 
Wrap-Up of Teleconference #1 

• Decisions and Action Items Recap 
• Proposed Days/Times/Agenda Items for Next Meeting 

 
 

-end- 
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ATTACHMENT 2 – Participants and Contact Info 

 
 

Name and Affiliation Home Organization Contact Information  Participants in the 1st 
NCPN 

Education/Outreach 
Teleconfernece 

     
NCPN – Governing Board     
Tom Bewick USDA/NIFA tbewick@nifa.usda.gov  No 
Bill Dickerson USDA/APHIS Bill.Dickerson@aphis.usda.gov  YES 
Sam Johnson USDA/APHIS Robert.S.Johnson@aphis.usda.gov  YES 
Joseph Postman USDA/ARS Joseph.Postman@ars.usda.gov  YES 
Gail Wisler USDA/ARS Gail.Wisler@ars.usda.gov  YES 
     
USDA Public Affairs     
Alyn Kiel USDA/APHIS Alyn.G.Kiel@aphis.usda.gov  YES 
Abby Yigzaw USDA/APHIS Workabeba.Yigzaw@aphis.usda.gov  YES 
     
IPM Centers     
Lynnae Jess North-Central IPM Center jess@anr.msu.edu  YES 
Rosemary Hallberg Southeastern IPM Center rhallberg@sripmc.org  YES 
Linda Herbst Western IPM Center llherbst@ucdavis.edu  No 
Carrie Koplinka-Loehr Northeast IPM Center Ckk3@cornell.edu  YES 
     
Fruit Tree Governing 
Body 

    

Terri Reddout Washington State Univ. Terri.reddout@wsu.edu  YES 
Bill Shane Michigan State Univ. shane@msu.edu  YES 
Robert Woolley Dave Wilson Nursery Robert@davewilson.com  YES 
     
Grapes Governing Body     
Deborah Golino Univ. of California at Davis dagolino@ucdavis.edu  YES 
Tim Martinson Cornell Univ. Tem2@cornell.edu  YES 
Rhonda Smith Univ. of California – Sonoma Co. rhsmith@ucdavis.edu  YES 
     
Citrus Governing Body     
Akif Eskalen University of California at Riverside akif.eskalen@ucr.edu  No 

Donald Ferrin Louisiana State University DFerrin@agcenter.lsu.edu  YES 
Timothy Spann University of Florida spann@crec.ifas.ufl.edu  YES 
     
Berries Governing Body     
Bob Martin USDA/ARS at Oregon State U. Bob.Martin@ars.usda.gov  YES 
Ioannis Tzanetakis Univ. of Arkansas itzaneta@uark.edu  YES 
Chrislyn Particka Sakuma Bros. chrislynp@sakumabros.com  YES 
     
Hops Governing Body     
Bernard Gamache Hop Grower – Washington virgilgamachefarms@amerion.com  YES 
Ann George Washington Hops Commission ageorge@wahops.org  YES 
     
Others     
Erich Rudyj USDA/APHIS – NCPN Coordinator Erich.S.Rudyj@aphis.usda.gov  YES 
     
 
 
 

-end- 


